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Contributors offer an in-depth look at the dynamics of cultural and political change in Pakistan and the Pakistani Diaspora. Moving past static viewpoints, this volume demonstrates the multidirectional nature of the flow of ideas and people that create the social landscape experienced by Pakistanis globally.

"Provides innovative engagement with issues of politics, culture, and society informing Pakistani identity within and outside Pakistan...The confrontation of religious leaders or the ‘fighting mullhas’ with the Pakistan state alongside accommodations of Islamic welfare organizations in the UK bring to light the arduous task of developing a Pakistani identity that is Islamic and modern simultaneously."—Yasmin Saikia, Hardt-Nickachos Chair in Peace Studies and Professor of History, Arizona State University

"An important collection of intellectually stimulating, research-driven works. Examining themes that are both common and relevant, the work is grounded in rigorous scholarship and deftly sidesteps the all too common trap of essentialism by presenting nuanced and complex accounts that are also highly readable. This compilation is a ‘must read’ for anyone interested in acquiring a three-dimensional understanding of the lives of Pakistanis and the Diaspora, and the multiple intersecting factors that inform them."—Sadaf Ahmad, author of Transforming Faith: The Story of Al-Huda and Islamic Revivalism Among Urban Pakistani Women
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